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Jack Clegg Rogue
Rogue/Swashbuckler 1 Sailorr Barhidious

Human True Neutral
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Dagger +5 1d4 +3 piercing

Shortbow +5 1d6 +3 piercing

Dagger +5 1d4 +3 piercing

Sneak Attack.                          You know how to strike subtly and exploit a
foe's distraction. Once per turn, you can deal an extra 1d6
damage to one creature you hit with an attack if you have
advantage on the attack roll. The attack must use a finesse
or a ranged weapon. You don't need advantage on the attack
roll if another enemy of the target is within 5 feet of it,
that enemy isn't incapacitated, and you don't have
disadvantage on the attack roll. The amount of the extra
damage increases as you gain levels in this class, as shown
in the Sneak Attack column of the Rogue table.

Thieves' Cant.                            During your rogue training you learned
thieves' cant, a secret mix of dialect, jargon, and code
that allows you to hide messages in seemingly normal
conversation. Only another creature that knows thieves'
cant understands such messages. It takes four times longer
to convey such a message than it does to speak the same
idea plainly. In addition, you understand a set of secret
signs and symbols used to convey short, simple messages,
such as whether an area is dangerous or the territory of a
thieves' guild, whether loot is nearby, or whether the
people in an area are easy marks or will provide a safe
house for thieves on the run.

Languages.                    Gnomish, Common

Weapon.              Simple, Crossbow hand, Longsword,
Rapier, Shortsword

Armor.            Light

Tools.            Navigators tools, Thieves tools, Water,
Thieves
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Jack Clegg Rogue
24 years 5'10" 166 lbs.

A Native to Chalbek, Jack grew up living in and
around the docks. Jack's Mother died when he was
young, and his Father was a sailor for a Gnome
Captain Torug Xorick.  When His father died in a
battle with an orc sloop, Captain Torug's Family
took Jack in. When Jack turned 12, he started
working on board Torug's ship learning the trades
of the Sea.  Jack earned his keep eventually
making an officer onboard Torug's ship. However
on a routine trade route between Chalbek and
Jelburg, they hit a terrible storm that ended up
destroying their ship. Jack was lucky enough to
wash up on the shore of Jelburg, however he never
saw his captain again.   In Jelburg he met a
group of people who were looking to earn enough
money to buy a ship of their own. Jack quickly
took to them, doing what ever work he could to
make money, in hopes when they are sailing around
he may find some closure on what happened to his
Captain.   Jack has Shoulder length Brown Hair,
and a short beard.
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